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ABSTRACT We report a MAPbI3-based self-powered photode-

tector (SPPD). It has a dual sensing mechanism that relies on the
joint properties of a photoelectric eﬀect and a triboelectric eﬀect of
the perovskite material. Both the photoconductivity and the surface
triboelectric density of the MAPbI3-based composite thin ﬁlm are
signiﬁcantly altered upon solar illumination, which results in
considerable reduction of the output voltage. The SPPD exhibits
excellent responsivity (7.5 V W1), rapid response time (<80 ms), great repeatability, and broad detection range that extends from UV to visible regions.
This work presents a route to designing high-performance self-powered photodetectors from the aspect of materials.
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hotodetectors that can convert incident light into an electrical signal are
critical for a variety of applications,
including optical communications, environmental monitoring, security surveillance,
and chemical/biological sensing.14 A great
commercialization prospect is expected for
photodetectors that have low power consumption, broad-band detection, fast response, and excellent portability. A photodetector normally has a sandwich structure
that includes a photosensitive material and
two electrodes.5,6 Recently, organometal
trihalide perovskite MAPbI3 has attracted
extensive attention due to its low cost,7
solution-based processing at low temperature,8 high absorption coeﬃcient of up to
105 cm1,9 and extended diﬀusion length
of excitation.10 By using this material to
convert light energy, a great breakthrough
in developing high-photovoltage solar cells
has been witnessed in recent years.11,12
Moreover, MAPbI3 has become a promising
material for photodetectors due to its excellent light sensitivity and broad-band light
absorption.13 Hu et al.14 reported a broadband photodetector by using MAPbI3 that is
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sensitive to a wide spectrum of wavelengths.
Dong et al.15 reported another MAPbI3based photodetector that had excellent
photoconductive properties due to the high
carrier mobility of the MAPbI3. However,
all photodetectors including the recently
reported MAPbI3-based ones rely on an external electric power source.
Self-powered sensors represent a new
type of sensors that can operate without
an electric power source.16,17 They can generate electric signals on their own by converting other types of energy into electricity
that is to be measured. By analyzing the
electric signal that is altered by a certain
external stimulus, the presence and magnitude of the stimulus can then be derived.
Self-powered sensors have been reported for
detecting mechanical motions,18 chemical
molecules,19 thermal agitations,20 photon
excitations,21 and so on. However, the use
of organolead halide perovskite for self-powered photodetection was not reported.
Herein we report a MAPbI3-based selfpowered photodetector (SPPD) that utilizes
the joint properties of photoelectric eﬀect
and triboelectric eﬀect of the perovskite
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A SPPD is composed of two separate parts, as
illustrated by the device structure shown in Figure 1a.
Both are 2 cm  2 cm in lateral dimensions. The bottom
part is constructed on a transparent ﬂuorine-doped tin
oxide (FTO) substrate. A compact TiO2 hole-blocking
layer, an electron transport layer of a mesoporous
TiO2 scaﬀold, and a light-absorption layer of MAPbI3
are fabricated sequentially on the FTO substrate. The
upper part is a copper layer deposited on an elastic
buﬀer layer that can enhance the eﬀective contact area

between the copper layer and the MAPbI3 layer. The
copper layer and the FTO layer act as the upper and the
bottom electrodes, respectively, which are connected
to the positive and the negative terminals of an
electrometer for data acquisition. The detailed fabrication process is presented in the Materials and Methods
section. The MAPbI3 has a distorted perovskite structure that crystallizes in the tetragonal I4/mcm space
group at room temperature. It has lead cations in sixfold coordination, surrounded by an octahedron of
halide anions together with the organic components
(CH3NH3)þ in 12-fold cuboctahedral coordination. The
signiﬁcant hybridization between the Pb 6s and the
I 5p states is formed in the polyhedron of [PbI6/2],
as schematically illustrated in Figure 1b. The surface
properties of the MAPbI3-based layer are characterized
by scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM). The cross-sectional view in
Figure 1c clearly shows the layer-by-layer structure.
The mesostructured TiO2 layer (300 nm thick) on
a compact TiO2 hole-blocking layer (25 nm thick) is
ﬁlled with crystalline MAPbI3 and covered by a layer
of MAPbI3 nanoparticles that are 200 nm in diameter
(top-down view in Figure 1d). The AFM measurement
results shown in Figure 1e,f reveal an average surface
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material. The SPPD exhibits excellent responsivity
(7.5 V W1), rapid response time (<80 ms), great
repeatability, and broad detection range that extends
from UV to visible regions. By using scanning Kelvin
probe microscope (SKPM) and conductive atomic force
microscope (CAFM) measurements, we reveal and
propose a novel dual sensing mechanism in which
both the photoconductivity and the surface triboelectric density of the MAPbI3-based composite thin
ﬁlm are signiﬁcantly altered upon solar illumination.
This work presents a new route to designing highperformance self-powered photodetectors from the
aspect of materials.

Figure 1. Structure and characterization of a SPPD. (a) Device structure of a SPPD. (b) Three-dimensional schematic
representation of the crystal structure of CH3NH3PbI3. (c) Cross-sectional and (d) top-down views of the MAPbI3-based ﬁlm in
SEM images. (e) Morphology of the MAPbI3 capping layer measured by AFM and (f) its corresponding three-dimensional graphs.
(g) XRD diﬀraction pattern of the MAPbI3-based ﬁlm on the FTO glass. (h) UVvis absorption spectrum of the MAPbI3-based
composite ﬁlm as well as the mesoporous TiO2 ﬁlm. (i) Open-circuit voltage (Voc) output of the SPPD without illumination.
SU ET AL.
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Figure 2. Change of Voc upon repeated illumination that varies in intensity and wavelength, (a) 20 mV/cm2, (b) 40 mV/cm2, (c)
60 mV/cm2, (d) 80 mV/cm2, (e) 100 mV/cm2, and their corresponding enlarged views at the moment when the illumination is
applied. (f) Light intensity dependence of the voltage change and its linearly ﬁtted curve. The Voc under the illumination of (g)
the ultraviolet and (h) the visible portions of the solar spectrum.

roughness of 21 nm. The X-ray diﬀraction pattern
shown in Figure 1g matches well with the tetragonal perovskite structure reported by others.22 The
MAPbI3TiO2 composite ﬁlm has an absorption edge
at 760 nm according to the UVvis absorption spectrum, which is consistent with previous reports.23 It is
noticed that the composite ﬁlm has high absorption
over a broad range, especially in the range of 300
400 nm. This can be ascribable to the high absorption
of the mesoporous TiO2 in the UV region, as shown in
Figure 1h.
The SPPD is essentially a triboelectric nanogenerator
that can convert mechanical energy into electricity.24,25
When an external force brings the top copper electrode
into repeated contacts with the perovskite layer in a
periodic way, triboelectric charges of opposite signs on
the contact surfaces induce an oscillating open-circuit
voltage (Voc) between the two electrodes, as shown
in Figure 1i. The measurable voltage is ascribed to
the electric potential diﬀerence between the two
electrodes.26 It needs to be noted that the obtained
Voc is essentially the voltage that is applied onto the
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inner resistance of a triboelectric nanogenerator since
MAPbI3 as well as TiO2 is a semiconductor with ﬁnite
conductivity.
Without illumination, the Voc has a peak-to-peak
value of 8 V, as exhibited in Figure 1i. The voltage
amplitude is immediately reduced after the SPPD is
exposed to the illumination supplied by a solar simulator. Once the illumination is cut oﬀ, the voltage
amplitude recovers quickly to the original value, as
shown in Figure 2ae. It was found that the variation
of the voltage amplitude upon illumination increases
as the applied light intensity increases from 20 to
100 mW cm2 at an increment of 20 mW cm2
(Figure 2f). In 1 sun condition, the voltage is reduced
by 37.5% to 5 V upon solar illumination. The light
intensity dependence of the Voc enables the SPPD to
be a viable approach for photodetection.
The responsivity (R) can be deﬁned by the following
equation:27
R ¼
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Figure 3. Characterization of surface potential upon illumination. Schematic illustrations of (a) contact-mode AFM and (b)
SKPM mode with applied illumination. 3D mappings of the surface potential after friction (c) without the illumination and (d)
with the illumination applied 5 min after the friction. (e) Corresponding values of the surface potential as time passes by.

where ΔV is the variation of the voltage amplitude
resulting from the increment of light intensity, A is
the illuminated area, and ΔP is the light intensity.
The change of the voltage amplitude at diﬀerent light
intensities (Vdark  Vlight) is plotted in Figure 2f, and the
average responsivity can be obtained by linear ﬁtting,
which generates a value of 7.5 V W1. It represents
218-fold enhancement over recently reported photodetectors based on MAPbI3.14,28,29
Since the electric signal generated by the SPPD is
constantly changing, it would be diﬃcult to extract
an exact value of the response time. However, it can
still be reasonably estimated. As shown in the inset
of Figure 2d, the voltage amplitude has a sharp step
instead of a gradual changing process, indiciating
immediate response to the illumination. The variation
completely ﬁnishes within one-half of a cycle of the
oscillating voltage that equals 80 ms. Therefore, the
response time of the SPPD is less than 80 ms, which is
superior to many other reported perovskite-based
photodetectors.6,3032
Broad-band detection ability is another important
merit for a photodetector. Here, speciﬁc spectral detection is investigated by using two optical ﬁlters that
can divide the incident solar illumination into ultraviolet
(200400 nm) and visible regions (4001000 nm). In
both cases, the Voc drops in response to the illumination, although the visible light (Figure 2g) induces
a more obvious variation of the Voc than the UV light
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(Figure 2h). This diﬀerence can be explained by the
fact that the visible portion of the solar spectrum has
a higher intensity and a broader range compared to the
UV portion.
It was found that the SPPD has a dual sensing
mechanism. The sudden reduction of the Voc upon
illumination might be attributed to the change of both
surface and bulk properties of the perovskite material.
We adopted AFM and SKPM to characterize the surface
property of the MAPbI3 upon illumination. First, the
MAPbI3 surface was rubbed by an Ir-based tip with Pt
coating in the contact mode of AFM, as illustrated in
Figure 3a. Then SKPM was employed to monitor the
surface potential of the rubbed area at a bias voltage of
3 V, during which illumination is shed onto the rubbed
surface (Figure 3b). The obtained surface potential is a
direct indicator of the surface charge density. As shown
in Figure 3c, the negative surface potential reveals
that negative triboelectric charges are generated on
the MAPbI3 surface after it is rubbed by the AFM tip.
If no illumination is introduced after the rubbing, the
surface potential gradually drops as time passes by,
which is illustrated in Figure 3c and quantitatively
shown in Figure 3e. This is because the triboelectric
charges slowly dissipate into the air in an extended
period of time and eventually vanish, which is an
intrinsic property of triboelectriﬁcation on any material
if no subsequent contacts/friction take place.33,34 In
comparison, once the illumination is fed in after 5 min
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Figure 4. Characterization of the thin-ﬁlm conductivity upon illumination. (a) Experimental setup of CAFM. The current
mapping through the MAPbI3-based composite layer at various bias voltages from 8 to þ8 V (b) in darkness and (c) upon
illumination at an intensity of 70 mW cm2. (d) IV characteristics through the MAPbI3-based layer.

of the rubbing, the surface potential immediately rises
from 385 to 325 mV (Figure 3d,e), indicating that
the surface charge density instantaneously decreases
as a result of the illumination. Then further reduction of
the surface potential is again attributed to the gradual
charge dissipation. Therefore, the largely reduced surface triboelectric charge density plays a key role in the
sensing mechanism of the SPPD.
The reason for such a quick descent in the surface
charge density can be rooted to the light absorption
of the perovskite material. Once solar illumination is
applied, a large number of electronhole pairs are
generated within the MAPbI3 layer. The electrons are
quickly captured by the mesoporous TiO2 layer that is
known for its electron-transporting property. The holes
then tend to partially neutralize the negative triboelectric charges on the surface, making the surface
charge density plummet as soon as the solar illumination is used.
Moreover, photoconduction of the semiconducting
MAPbI3TiO2 composite ﬁlm is another major factor
that contributes to the reduced Voc upon solar illumination. Here, CAFM in contact mode was employed.
The experimental setup is schemed in Figure 4a, in
which current is recorded as the bias voltage varies
by using a Pt-coated AFM tip. Solar illumination was
directed onto the sample surface via an optical lens.
The measured current is indicative of the conductivity
of the semiconducting composite ﬁlm between the
AFM tip and the FTO substrate. If the bias voltage
is negative, very little current that transports through
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the semiconducting ﬁlm can be measured regardless of whether the illumination is applied or not, as
clearly shown by the current distribution mapping in
Figure 4b,c. This results from the one-way transport
property of the SPPD owing to the presence of the
hole-blocking TiO2 layer. In contrast, if a positive bias
voltage is applied, current can then be measured. As
the bias voltage increases, the obtained current rises
correspondingly. It was apparently observed that the
current through the illuminated sample is signiﬁcantly
higher than the sample in the darkness. This is because
the illumination enables a signiﬁcant enhancement of
the conductivity by creating numerous electronhole
pairs. As quantitatively plotted in Figure 4d, the illuminated sample at a bias voltage þ8 V has a photocurrent
of 200 pA, which is 60% higher than that in the darkness
(125 pA). Because of the enhanced conductivity, the
inner resistance of the SPPD drops. Therefore, the
measured Voc is reduced as soon as the illumination is
present.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we developed an integrated SPPD
based on perovskite material, which demonstrates an
excellent performance without reliance on an external
power source. It has a rapid response time (<80 ms),
a high photoresponsivity (7.5 V W1), and broad response from UV to visible regions. Based on the CAFM
and SKPM measurements, the physical mechanism
was interpreted as the immediate alteration of the
thin-ﬂim conductivity and the surface charge density
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis and Characterization of Perovskite. The perovskitebased film with the configuration of FTO/compact TiO2/
mesoporous TiO2 þ CH3NH3PbI3/CH3NH3PbI3 crystalline capping layer was prepared according to the following processes.
Typically, FTO glasses were cleaned with detergent, followed by
sonication in acetone and ethanol. Then, O2 plasma cleaner was
used to remove organic contaminants for 20 min under 200 Hz.
A compact TiO2 blocking layer was deposited on the cleaned
FTO substrate by atomic layer deposition (Picosun SUNALE
R-100). TiCl4 and N2 were used as Ti source and purging gas,
respectively. A compact TiO2 layer with 25 nm thickness was
grown on the FTO substrate by 500 cycles at a deposition
temperature of 200 C. TiO2 paste (Dyesol-18NRT) was diluted
by ethanol in a 2:7 weight ratio, spin-coated onto the compact
TiO2 layer at 5500 rpm, and sintered at 500 C for 30 min to
form a mesoporous TiO2 layer with 300 nm thickness. PbI2 in
DMF solution (462 mg mL1) was infiltrated into the mesoporous TiO2 layer by spin-coating at 6500 rpm and drying at 70 C.
After being dried, it was dipped in a CH3NH3I solution
(9 mg mL1 in 2-propanol) for 30 s and sintered at 70 C for
30 min. The crystal size of the CH3NH3PbI3 capping layer can
be controlled by changing the concentration of the CH3NH3I in
the solution.
The surface morphology, cross section, and crystal structure
of the as-fabricated perovskite-based composite ﬁlm were
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (Shimadzu,
2020), atom force microscopy (MFP-3D SPM), and X-ray diﬀraction (X pert 3), respectively. A UVvisNIR spectrophotometer
(Shimadzu, UV-3600) was used to analyze the light absorption
of the perovskite-based ﬁlm.
Fabrication of the SPPD. The self-powered photodetector was
composed of two parts. On one side, an acrylic substrate with
dimensions of 2 cm  2 cm  0.2 cm was prepared by laser
cutting. A copper layer of 200 nm thickness was deposited by
magnetron sputtering as the top triboelectrification layer. On
the other side, the mesoporous TiO2 and MAPbI3 were prepared
on a FTO glass, which had lateral dimensions of 2.5 cm  2.5 cm.
Subsequently, two pieces of polyimide films with dimensions
of 2.5 cm  2.5 cm  0.125 cm were prepared and attached
to the substrates at opposite edges. They served as braces
that created a gap between the two contact surfaces. Finally,
a conducting wire was connected to each of the electrodes for
measurement.
Measurements. Open-circuit voltage was measured by Keithley 6517A electrometer under a simulated solar spectrum (AM
1.5, ∼100 mW cm2). The CAFM and SKPM measurements were
conducted in a MFP-3D AFM from Park Systems NX-10 in an
ambient environment. The Ir-based probe with Pt coating was
purchased from Nanoworld (product no. EFM-10).
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